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Answers to Editor Comments 
 
The paper entitled "Modeling the monthly mean soil-water balance with a statisticaldynamical ecohydrology model as 
coupled to a two-component canopy model" by J. P. Kochendorfer and J. A. Ramírez introduces a several interesting 
and physically based modifications to the original model proposed by Eagleson in 1978. 
I want to remark the excellent work made by the referees that have provided constructive reviews of the paper useful 
to improve its final quality. Both referees of the manuscript agree in finding this paper very interesting and suitable for 
publication after revisions. According to the referees and my own reading, the modelling assumptions and 
modifications are not strongly supported by model performances that are also affected by data uncertainties. For this 
reason, it would be useful to test the present model (named SDEM) with the fluxnet database as suggested by the 
reviewer 1. 
As a general comment, the paper is well written and very interesting. In the present form, the paper is redundant in 
some parts (see reviewer 1 and 2) and it will certainly become more attractive if shorter. 

 
In the pages below, and in the manuscript itself, we have addressed all of the suggestions, 
recommendations, comments and corrections that the reviewers have indicated in their 
reviews. As a result of these changes, the paper is now greatly improved, and we 
sincerely acknowledge and thank the great investment of time, effort and care that the 
reviewers and the editor made in reviewing our paper. 
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Reviewer 1 
 
The topic of the paper is very interesting, and it is appropriate to HESS. However in my opinion the paper is not 
acceptable at the present form. It may be acceptable after major revision. 
 
Main comments: 
1) Figure 10: this figure shows that the proposed model is not able to predict soil moisture dynamics. The only test of 
the model is with observed soil moisture data, and the model doesn’t work. Hence, in my opinion the paper cannot be 
published in the present form. The authors must improve the model. And they can use other dataset with more data 
available (e.g., evapotranspiration, net radiation. See fluxnet database) for testing it deeply. 
 

We believe the statement “the model does not work” is much too critical, especially when 
the results shown correspond to simulations without any parameter calibration. One of 
the main objectives of the paper is the testing of a new ecological optimality hypothesis, 
not the fitting by calibration of a mathematical model to a set of observations. In fact, 
such fitting by calibration, which can of course always be done, would have defeated and 
nullified the conclusions with respect to the optimality hypothesis. The agreement 
between modeled and observed soil moisture—particularly in the root zone at each site—
is more than adequate for the purposes of testing the ecological optimality hypothesis. In 
fact, in Figure 10 (now Figure 9), there is a very good match to the observed soil 
moisture with the exception of the recharge zone at the CPER site. The match is very 
good not only in terms of the magnitude but also in terms of the seasonal variation. The 
discrepancy in the case of the recharge zone at the CPER site is one of magnitude (~0.15 
vs. ~0.1), while the seasonal variation is simulated quite well. Greater agreement could be 
had at both sites with site-specific model calibration. However, this would defeat the 
purpose of the model application to the two sites, i.e., testing the new ecological 
optimality hypothesis with the best a priori estimates of model parameters (that is, 
without calibration!). Additional text making the above points has been added to Section 
7. 
 
FLUXNET data would be of only minimal value because there are no FLUXNET sites 
near the two sites in the paper and the FLUXNET data are generally of too short length to 
provide a climatological mean of ET, which is what the model produces. The site-specific 
data examined in the paper are the best means of validating model results. 

 

                                                
1 Original comments by each reviewer are shown in Arial font. The corresponding response is indented and shown in Times New 
Roman font. 
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2) A lot of modifications (e.g., TCA application for surface runoff, soil evaporation model) of the original Eagleson 
model are proposed in the paper. But the authors didn’t show any improvements comparing the old and the new 
versions of the model. They should demonstrate that the proposed model is better than the original one. 
 

The model is an improvement over the original for the reasons stated in the Introduction, 
which we summarize below. First, and most important, the original model is an annual 
model, the SDEM model is a monthly model. Therefore, interannual seasonality is 
ignored in the original model, whereas it is explicitly modeled in the new SDEM. 
Second, the original model does not account for the distinct moisture dynamics in the 
root zone and in the recharge zone, the SDEM does. Finally, the original model does not 
differentiate between canopy and bare soil evaporation, the SDEM does.  All of these 
modifications are crucial for the accurate description of the seasonal dynamics of the 
water balance.  In fact, without the modifications the new optimization hypothesis could 
not be tested. The new hypothesis requires accurate modeling of water balance dynamics 
in the root zone. The essential feature of those dynamics is the delivery of moisture 
during storms and its removal during inter-storm periods, which the original model is 
unable to describe and model. As shown in Figure 10 (now Figure 9), the new SDEM 
does a very good job of modeling such dynamics in the root zone, even in the absence of 
model parameter calibration, simply using the best a priori estimates of the model 
parameters. 

 
3) The paper must be shorter. It is very difficult to follow it because it is too long. A lot 
of part of the paper are redundant and may be omitted. For instance: - discussions in pag. 586, 587, 602, 603, 606, 
607. - Brooks and Corey equations (pag. 590), Penman Monteith equations (pag. 605), energy balance equations 
(pag. 607), net radiation equations (pag. 608) are old equations available in any hydrology book. Please just put 
references - figure 5 is not necessary. You can just leave the equations - again figure 6 is not necessary. It is an old 
model scheme. 
 

The paper has been shortened in most of the places suggested by the reviewer. The text 
has been shortened by deleting entire paragraphs, many equations, and by rewriting parts 
of the text. For example: 
 First paragraph of section 3 has been deleted. 
 Sections 4.2 and 4.3 have been rewritten, including deletion of several equations. 
 Section 4.4 has been considerably shortened. Equations 18 through 23 have been 

deleted. 
 Section 4.5 has been shortened by deleting text following Equation 43. 
 Section 4.7 has been considerably shortened, deleting all equations and text from 

Equation 55 through Equation 58. 
 Section 5 has been considerably shortened by rewriting and by deleting all text 

and equations from the paragraph right before Equation 66 through 
Equation 71. 

 Finally, section 7 (Results and Conclusions) has been modified and new text 
added. Also, the entire text of page 615 and the last paragraph of the 
section have been deleted. 

In addition, as suggested by the reviewer, we have deleted Figure 5. However, we have 
chosen to keep Figure 6 (now Figure 5) because it describes one of the major new 
elements of the coupled SDEM as compared to the original Eagleson model. 
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Minor comments:  
4) Pag. 581, row 23-24: the authors wrote that "part of that nature is also to encourage parsimonious use of 
parameters and driving variables". But it is in contrast with the proposed model, which includes a lot of parameters. 
 

The parameters of the SW model should not be confused with the parameters of the 
SDEM, which are listed in Table 1. Only a few ET and soil parameters have been added 
over the original Eagleson model. 

 
5) Pag. 603: what is psiu and psi_u_c. I can’t find any definition also in the nomenclature of symbols 
 

Psi (ψ) is defined as the soil matric potential in the Greek symbol list and the subscript u 
is defined as the root zone in the subscript table. psi_u_c (ψuc) is defined as the critical 
root-zone soil matric potential at the end of the Greek Symbols list, as well as in Table 1. 

 
6) Pag. 609, equation (75) and (76). The atmospheric stability is not included in evapotraspiration formulation, while it 
is widely recognized its importance in the Penman Monteith formulation (e.g. Brutsaert, 1982). The authors should 
justify their choice. 
 

The referenced equations come from Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) and assume 
neutral stability as stated in the associated paragraph. An assumption of neutral stability 
is adequate for the monthly mean calculations in the model. Assuming neutral stability is 
only one of many simplifications, the crudest of which is likely the estimation of the 
aerodynamic resistances as a weighted sum of the bare-soil and closed-canopy values.  

 
7) Pag. 613, row 26: Kochendorfer (2005) is not in the reference. 
 

The reference has been added to the reference section. 
 
8) Figure 12. I supposed that the LAI was an input of the model (e.g., pag. 614), while from the figure it seems that 
the LAI is predicted according to the soil texture. I can’t understand how and why. 
 

As suggested by the reviewer, the description of the model runs that were used to produce 
Figure 12 (now Figure 11) has been reworded to explicitly mention the use of the 
optimality hypothesis. We believe that the new text now explains and describes the 
determination of the peak green LAI using the optimality hypothesis sufficiently well. 

 
We appreciate the careful reading of the paper that is evident in the comments and 
suggestions of Reviewer 1. 
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Reviewer 2 
 
Introduction. Please state explicitly that this work is one of your two-article series. 
 

We have done so. Identification of the companion paper has been moved from the end of 
Section 8 to the end of Section 1.  

 
Introducing seasonality and two-soil-layer setting. The motivation for these modifications is well explained on 
page 584, lines 17-24. 
Two-component ET model. Inclusion of the two-component Shuttleworth-Wallace (1985) model does seem to 
enhance realism of the evapotranspiration process by taking into account vegetation density (page 587). 
Neglecting gravity drainage in evaporation from bare soil. I think it suffices to say that the authors neglect the 
gravity here due to its relative size. Additional argument that“neglecting this upwards flow in the latter part of 
interstorm periods offsets neglecting the net flow down at the beginning of interstorm periods” seems unnecessary 
and, if anything, weakens the point. I suggest that the part from page 599, line 22 until the end of that paragraph be 
removed. 
 

The identified text has been removed. 
 
Section 6. Please include the soil texture of the R-5 watershed here. 
 

Done. 
 
Ecological optimality and inverse texture effect. The authors exploit the ability of the model to capture the 
seasonal dynamics to propose an alternative hypothesis for the ecological optimality. Specifically, they propose that 
the plant optimal strategy is the one in which “soil moisture in the latter half of the growing season just reaches the 
point at which water stress is experienced.” I think that this is certainly interesting and warrants further investigation. 
However, at this point, the supporting evidence is not yet completely convincing. Specifically in figure 10, the model 
can capture relatively well only the monthly soil moisture in the root zone of the R-5 watershed and the observed root-
zone soil moisture of the CPER does not go below θuc. These are presumably due to the data uncertainty; in fact, the 
authors admit as much: “one should not read too much into the results due to data uncertainty” (page 615, lines 8-9). 
The subsequent analysis of the effects of soil texture on the peak leaf area index (LAI) offers an explanation for the 
inverse texture effect that rests upon the condition that the proposed ecological optimality mechanism is true. 
Therefore, I think that this explanation, too, is not yet conclusive. Also, I think that both the authors’ explanation and 
that by Laio et al. (2001) (the last paragraph) can be valid and both could be behind the inverse texture effect. Please 
do not view the previous paragraphs as negative reviews. I do think that these are interesting hypotheses that should 
be further tested and that are definitely worth sharing with the HESS audience. I just want to point out that at places 
the authors seem to present their findings as a little more conclusive that they are. Finally, regarding vegetation 
optimal strategies, the authors may want to check out the works by Caylor et al. (Geophysical Research Letters 2004, 
Advances in Water Resources 2005). 
 

Additional discussion around Figure 10 (now Figure 9) has been added.  
 
Discussion on the slope of LAI-soil texture relationships. Precisely because of the data uncertainty, I think that 
the authors might be reading too much into the changes in the slopes and the discussion from page 617, line 22, to 
page 618, line 1, is premature and should be removed. 
 

The text has been removed. 
 
Figure 10. The observed soil moisture monthly dynamics of CPER and R-5 are quite different and deserve more 
discussion. For example, the root-zone and recharge-zone soil moistures of the CPER converge from July to 
October. There seems to be a time lag of a month of two between the root-zone and recharge-zone soil moisture 
dynamics of the R-5 watershed: the root-zone soil moisture starts to decline in March and the recharge-zone soil 
moisture does so in April or May, and the root-zone soil moisture starts to increase in August and the recharge-zone 
soil moisture does so in September. These features are not captured by the model. 
 

Additional discussion around Figure 10 (now Figure 9) has been added.  
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Technical corrections 
In the following, P stands for page and L stands for line(s). 
P 584, eq 1: As this is the first equation, please mention the variable/parameter table 

at the end of the manuscript and direct the reader there. 
P 586, L 1: “identically” perhaps reads ”identical”. 
P 587, L 15: “does no account for” reads ”does not account for”. 
P 587, L 20: “that is in” perhaps reads ”that it is in”. 
P 597, L 10: Is 39 the correct equation number here? 
P 603-604:  Rs appears at various places where I think the authors mean Rsoil, e.g., 

equation 56, P 603 L 20, and P 604 L 4; please check carefully. 
P 608, L 18: “Eq. (1)” should perhaps be “(1)”. 
P 608, L 21: “Eq. (2)” should perhaps be “(2)”. 
P 616, L 2: “neglibility” reads “negligibility”. 
P 617, L 6: “To wit”? 
P 617, L 13: The phrase “Holding precipitation constant in 5-cm intervals” is unnecessary 

and confusing; please remove. 
P 620: The second fp should perhaps be fs. 
P 622: The s in rsmin should perhaps be subscript, i.e., rsmin. 
P 627, L 10: “annu, al” reads “annual”. 
P 634-635, Tables 3 and 4: EP should read E[P]? 
 

All the above corrections have been made.  
 
We appreciate the careful reading of the paper that is evident in the comments, 
suggestions and corrections of Reviewer 2. 
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Abstract. The statistical-dynamical annual water balance model of Eagleson (1978) is a pioneering

work in the analysis of climate, soil and vegetation interactions. This paper describes several en-

hancements and modifications to the model that improve its physical realism at the expense of its

mathematical elegance and analytical tractability. In particular, the analytical solutions for the root

zone fluxes are re-derived using separate potential rates of transpiration and bare-soil evaporation.5

Those potential rates, along with the rate of evaporation from canopy interception, are calculated

using the two-component Shuttleworth-Wallace (1985) canopy model. In addition, the soil column

is divided into two layers, with the upper layer representing the dynamic root zone. The resulting

ability to account for changes in root-zone water storage allows for implementation at the monthly

timescale. This new version of the Eagleson model is coined the Statistical-Dynamical Ecohydrol-10

ogy Model (SDEM). The ability of the SDEM to capture the seasonal dynamics of the local-scale

soil-water balance is demonstrated for two grassland sites in the US Great Plains. Sensitivity of the

results to variations in peak green leaf area index (LAI) suggests that the mean peak green LAI is

determined by some minimum in root zone soil moisture during the growing season. That minimum

appears to be close to the soil matric potential at which the dominant grass species begins to ex-15

perience water stress and well above the wilting point, thereby suggesting an ecological optimality

hypothesis in which the need to avoid water-stress-induced leaf abscission is balanced by the maxi-

mization of carbon assimilation (and associated transpiration). Finally, analysis of the sensitivity of

model-determined peak green LAI to soil texture shows that the coupled model is able to reproduce

the so-called “inverse texture effect”, which consists of the observation that natural vegetation in20

dry climates tends to be most productive in sandier soils despite their lower water holding capacity.

Although the determination of LAI based on complete or near-complete utilization of soil moisture
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is not a new approach in ecohydrology, this paper demonstrates its use for the first time with a new

monthly statistical-dynamical model of the water balance. Accordingly, the SDEM provides a new

framework for studying the controls of soil texture and climate on vegetation density and evapotran-25

spiration.

1 Introduction

In the subtropics and midlatitudes, water is the most important abiotic control on terrestrial plant

productivity (Nemani et al., 2003). Consequently, a plethora of approaches have been developed to

include soil-moisture limitations in terrestrial vegetation models. One of the most basic approaches30

is to make plant water use an increasing function of vegetation density in the form of green leaf

area index (LAI) and then constrain LAI by soil moisture as available over the growing season (e.g.,

Kergoat, 1998; Neilson, 1995; Running and Coughlan, 1988; Woodward, 1987). Accurate modeling

of water balance dynamics in the root zone is critical to such an approach. The essential feature

of the dynamics is the delivery of moisture during storms and its removal during inter-storm peri-35

ods. Modeling those high frequency dynamics is typically achieved with high temporal and spatial

resolution (e.g., Braud et al., 1995; Federer, 1979). An alternative approach is to use analytical solu-

tions of the governing physical equations coupled to statistical models of the climatic drivers (e.g.,

Eagleson, 1978a–g; Milly, 1994; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999). The nature of such “statistical-

dynamical” models makes them amenable to the quantification of variability and the propagation of40

uncertainty–activities that are increasingly being recognized as essential to hydrologic forecasting

at climatic time scales, particularly with regard to assessing the potential impacts of climate change

(e.g., Carter et al., 1999; Jones, 2000)–with a variety of analytical and numerical techniques such as

Bayesian statistics, derived distributions and Monte Carlo simulation. Part of that nature is also to

encourage parsimonious use of parameters and driving variables. From an operational standpoint,45

this makes a statistical-dynamical model more likely to be applicable outside of regions where and

time frames when there are detailed observations of the hydroclimatic environment. For example,

they can be driven by large spatial and temporal averages of precipitation such as obtained from

remote sensing and climate modeling.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the formulation of the Statistical-Dynamical Eco-50

hydrology Model (SDEM) and its coupling to the two-component (soil surface and vegetation)

canopy model of Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) The SDEM is based on the groundbreaking

soil-vegetation-climate annual water balance model of Eagleson (Eagleson, 1978a–g; 2002). Ea-

gleson (1982; 2002) and Eagleson and Tellers (1982) used the Eagleson model to explore theories

of “ecological optimality,” one of which hypothesizes that mean vegetation density can be predicted55

through the maximization of mean annual soil moisture, thereby implying a minimization of the

likelihood of water stress. While it is the annual formulation of the Eagleson model and its analyti-
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cal solution that allow for such a hypothesis and its examination by thorough sensitivity analysis, it

is also that formulation and its lack of seasonality and the accompanying variations in soil moisture

storage that make the theory troubling and difficult to validate against observations (Kerkhoff et al.,60

2004). To address the issue of seasonality in soil moisture and water stress, the SDEM is imple-

mented at the monthly time scale with separate root and recharge zones. In addition it accounts for

frozen soil and snow accumulation and melt. The seasonality in the model allows for application

and testing of the following alternative hypothesis regarding the control that soil moisture exerts on

vegetation productivity in water-limited systems: vegetation density, in the form of peak green leaf65

area index (LAI), is maximized for the mean water balance such that soil moisture in the latter half

of the growing season just reaches the point at which water stress is experienced. In this way, the ad-

vantage of reducing exposure to water stress is balanced by the evolutionary imperative to maximize

carbon assimilation (and thereby fecundity).

We examine our alternative optimality hypothesis for two grassland sites in the US Great Plains.70

This is done principally through an analysis of the sensitivity of modeled monthly mean root-zone

soil moisture to variations in peak green LAI. We also compare model results to observations of soil

moisture and the partitioning of the annual water balance. Finally, through a sensitivity analysis of

model-determined green LAI to soil texture, we look at the role of soil texture in the partitioning

of the annual water balance. Specifically, we examine whether the so-called “inverse texture effect”75

is observable in model results. As first elucidated by Noy-Meir (1973), the inverse texture effect

explains the observation that, in dry climates, soils of high permeability tend to be more productive

than soils of low permeability, despite the higher water holding capacity of the latter. According to

Noy-Meier, this is primarily because low-permeability soils hold the water nearer the surface (rather

than allowing it to drain deeper) where it is readily lost to soil evaporation.80

In a companion paper (Kochendorfer and Ramı́rez, 2010), the alternative optimality hypothesis is

used with the model to estimate long-term average peak green LAI and associated evapotranspiration

partitioning over a domain encompassing the central United States.

2 Overview of the original Eagleson model and its solution

The Eagleson statistical-dynamic annual water balance model Eagleson (1978 a–e) is a one-85

dimensional representation of soil moisture dynamics as forced by a stochastic climate. More specif-

ically, atmospheric supply of moisture, i.e., precipitation, is modeled as rectangular pulses that arrive

according to a Poisson process (Fig. 1). A single inter-storm/storm event is completely described

by the time between storms, tb, the storm duration, tr, and the storm intensity, i. The storm depth,

h(=itr), is also an important characteristic. tb, tr and i are assumed to be independent and well90

approximated by exponential distributions. h is taken to be gamma-distributed for the sake of ana-

lytical tractability. The atmospheric demand for moisture is modeled more simply as a constant rate
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of potential evaporation, ep. In Eagleson’s original annual version, climate is taken as stationary

throughout a “rainy season” in which all precipitation falls as rain.

Soil moisture dynamics at the land surface are captured using a modified version of95

Phillip’s (1969) approximate analytical solution of the concentration-dependent diffusion equation

(i.e., the Richards equation). Soil hydraulic properties are based on the Brooks and Corey (1966)

model. Using a derived-distribution approach, the one-dimensional physical model is combined

with the probability distributions of the stochastic precipitation model to arrive at expected values

of single storm and inter-storm fluxes of infiltration, evaporation from the soil surface and surface100

retention evaporation. These values are then aggregated to annual values by multiplying by the

expected number of storms over the length of the rainy season. Transpiration during inter-storm

periods is linearly superimposed on the dynamics of evaporation from the soil surface and assumed

to take place at a constant fraction Mkv of ep, where M is the fractional vegetation coverage, and kv

is the vegetal transpiration efficiency. Similarly, recharge to groundwater is modeled as steady-state105

gravity drainage less hydrostatic capillary rise from a fixed water table.

Assuming no change in soil moisture storage, the mean annual soil-water balance can be written,

following Hatton et al. (1997), as

E[IA(s, climate, soil)]=E[ETA(s, climate, soil, vegetation)] + E[RgA(s, climate, soil)] (1)

where each term has an analytical form and is dependent on soil moisture as defined by the relative110

soil saturation, s, and on a relatively small number of climate, soil and vegetation parameters. s

varies between zero and one and is given by

s =
θt − θr
nt − θr

(2)

where the numerator equals the effective volumetric soil water content, θ, and the denominator

equals the effective porosity, n. Although the dependence on soil moisture of all three terms in115

Eq. (1) is represented by the same letter s, in actuality different values of s at different points in time

and in the soil column control the given fluxes. Namely, infiltration is dependent on s at the begin-

ning of storms, while the evaporation from the soil surface component of evapotranspiration depends

on the s at the beginning of interstorm periods. While these two fluxes are primarily dependent on

s in the upper part of the soil column, recharge to groundwater is controlled by s at the bottom of120

the soil column. The analytical solution of all three fluxes requires an assumption of initially uni-

form soil moisture in a semi-infinite soil column. In order to solve Eq. (1), Eagleson (1978a) uses

a single value, so, which the author defines to be the “temporal average of the spatial average” and

which Salvucci and Entekhabi (1994a) show to be more precisely associated with the “equivalent

steady-state moisture profile.” With that simplification, Eq. (1) can be solved numerically for so.125

Eagleson (1978a) surmises that the use of a single value of s tends to overestimate surface runoff as

a result of so being an overestimate of the mean pre-storm soil moisture.
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3 Overview of the statistical-dynamical ecohydrology model and its solution

The development of the present version of the SDEM involved a top-down process of application of

Eagleson’s original model and successively more complicated versions to several locations in the US130

Great Plains with long-term records of soil moisture. Additional insight was drawn from compar-

isons made by Salvucci and Entekhabi (1994a; 1994b) between solutions of Eagleson’s model and

numerical simulations with a finite difference model that is based on the same soil physics. The first

important conclusion resulting from those analyses is that the steady-state solution of soil moisture

from Eagleson’s model can be a substantial overestimate of the actual temporal mean in the root135

zone, with the difference being greater for drier climates. This is explainable by the fact that the ac-

tual mean is less than the post-storm soil moisture, which controls evaporation from the soil surface.

Closure of the water balance can only be achieved by a higher value of so, which serves both to

decrease infiltration and to increase groundwater runoff and evaporation from the soil surface. The

resulting overestimate in surface runoff is in addition to that which Eagleson realized would occur140

with the temporal mean. An additional observation from the work of Salvucci and Entekhabi (1994a;

1994b) is that the mean soil moisture profile is nearly identical to the mean pre-storm profile. This

is the consequence of the fact that the majority of the redistribution of soil moisture after a storm

occurs within a day or two. As seen below, an assumption that the mean pre-storm soil moisture is

equal to the temporal mean is used in the solution of the SDEM.145

The structure and main variables of the SDEM developed in this paper are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The primary parameters of the model are listed in Table 1. The soil column has been divided into

root (upper) and recharge (deep) zones, with mean monthly values of soil moisture of su and sd,

respectively. sd is assumed to be uniform with depth and to vary slowly on a seasonal cycle. As

noted above, the highly dynamic nature of the root zone requires consideration of not only the150

temporal mean value of soil moisture in that zone but also the mean values prior to storm and inter-

storm periods. Eagleson’s (1978c) analytical solution of the Richards equation uses the assumption

of initially uniform soil moisture in a semi-infinite soil column. As long as the bottom of the root

zone is deeper than the average penetration depth of the wetting and drying fronts during storm

and inter-storm periods, respectively, the semi-infinite assumption is reasonably satisfied. However,155

the presence of wetting and drying fronts implies non-uniform initial conditions. During periods of

soil moisture recharge, the temporal mean of soil moisture generally decreases with depth, and the

assumption of a uniform initial profile will tend to underestimate surface runoff. In contrast, during

periods of soil moisture depletion, soil moisture generally increases with depth, and the assumption

leads to overestimating runoff. More significant, however, is the pronounced wetting front that is160

usually present at the end of storms. The estimation of a mean penetration depth for the wetting

front, zp (over which infiltration is averaged to obtain sp, the mean post-storm soil moisture) is

described in the next section.

Another major difference of the SDEM with Eagleson’s original model is that evaporation from
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the soil surface and transpiration are treated as coupled processes above the soil surface. Vegetation165

is conceptualized as being distributed evenly across the land, with bare soil interspersed between in-

dividual plants or small clumps of plants–as opposed to non-interacting fractions of the land surface.

As a result, available energy is relatively homogeneously distributed across the land surface at the

scale of the stand, such that one can define a point near the canopy top where there is a combined

flow of latent and sensible heat from the two surfaces. We thus make use of the quantity eps, the rate170

of potential evaporation from the soil surface in the presence of the given density of vegetation–in

contrast to Eagleson’s use of ep, which is that in the absence of vegetation (i.e., M=0). Likewise,

we define epv as the potential rate of transpiration from the given density of vegetation, as opposed

to Eagleson’s definition as the rate for a closed canopy (i.e., M=1). To estimate both potential rates,

we use a two-component evaporation model (Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985) in which leaf area175

index (LAI) is the principal measure of vegetation density. In order to simplify use of the separate

rates, we assume that surface retention of precipitation occurs significantly only on vegetation in the

form of interception. In contrast, Eagleson treats surface retention as occurring at the same depth

over both vegetation and bare soil.

A final difference is that the present formulation does not account for interaction with the ground-180

water table. Although it would be easy enough to include capillary rise from a fixed water table

in the manner of Eagleson (1978c), the need to determine a temporally and spatially representa-

tive water table depth introduces additional difficulties. In places where the water table is largely

below the recharge zone, we might assume that it is in unconsolidated parent material with low

capillarity. In places where the water table is frequently in the recharge zone or higher, the model185

will underestimate su and, consequently, evapotranspiration and surface runoff. Surface runoff will

also be underestimated by virtue of the fact that, as in Eagleson’s (1978e) original formulation, it

is modeled as occurring only by the Hortonian (i.e., infiltration excess) mechanism. In general, the

one-dimensional form of the model is a significant limitation to the modeling of runoff processes at

larger than point scales.190

Following Eagleson, we write equations for the soil water balance in terms of expected values of

the relevant fluxes. Crucial additions are snow storage at the surface and moisture storage in both

soil layers. The water balance of the snowpack during month i is given by

∆Si = fsiE[Pi]− E[Wi] (3)

The water balance in the root zone during month i is defined by195

nuzu∆sui = E[Ii(sui)]− E[Evi(sui)]− E[Esi(spi)]− E[Qudi(sui , sdi)] (4)

The water balance in the recharge zone is

ndzd∆sdi = E[Qudi(sui , sdi)]− E[Rgi(sdi)] (5)

As noted in Sect. 2, expected annual values of the water balance fluxes in the original Eagleson

model are found by numerically solving for so, the value of s that closes the water balance. Our200
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monthly, two-layer version can be solved in a similar manner. The task is of course much more

complex, given values for s must be found and the water balance closed for two soil layers in each

of twelve different months. A solution scheme was developed to do just that using mean monthly

values of the climate variables, storm statistics and green LAI. In each month, values of su and sd

are found such that the changes in storage from the beginning to the end of the month are equal to205

the net of the fluxes in and out of the two soil layers. The annual water balance is closed by solving

for values of su and sd for January which are returned for the subsequent “thirteenth” month through

solution of the intervening monthly water balances.

4 Expected values of water balance fluxes

In this section, the equations that govern the expected values of the fluxes in and out of the two210

soil layers are presented. The focus is on equations unique to the present version of the model.

Accordingly, the reader is referred to Eagleson (1978a–e) for detailed derivations of equations that

are similar to or unchanged from the original model. The flux calculations use six evapotranspiration

parameters, five precipitation parameters and five soil parameters for each soil layer (Table 1). In

addition, air temperature is used in the modeling of snow accumulation and melt and soil freezing.215

As in Sect. 3, the subscripts u and d on the soil parameters refer to values for the root and recharge

zones, respectively. For the sake of notational parsimony, flux rates and soil moisture are not indexed

by month in the remainder of this paper. Likewise, all climate parameters have monthly varying

values but are not indexed. On the other hand, all soil parameters are assumed temporally invariant.

4.1 Snow accumulation and melt220

We model snow accumulation and melt more simply and deterministically than we do rainfall.

Specifically, we use a temperature index methodology. During months in which the mean tem-

perature is below −4◦C, all precipitation during the month is assumed to be snow. When the mean

temperature is above 6◦C, all precipitation is taken to be rain. Between the two temperatures, pre-

cipitation is linearly fractionated between snow and rain such that225

fs =


1 , T ≤ −4 ◦C

(6− T )/10 , −4 ◦C < T < 6 ◦C

0 , T ≥ 6 ◦C

(6)

Snowmelt is assumed to occur whenever T is above −4◦C. The rate of snowmelt is taken to be

0.5 cm per ◦C above that temperature and to occur for a maximum of three consecutive days. All of

the snow that falls in a given month is made available for melt in that month. Thus,

E[W ] =

0 , T ≤ −4 ◦C

min {S + fsE[P ], 1.5 (4 + T )} , T > −4 ◦C
(7)230
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4.2 Groundwater recharge

As in Eagleson (1978c), percolation to groundwater is modeled as steady-state gravity flow. Thus

groundwater recharge is simply equal to the hydraulic conductivity in the recharge zone. Using the

Brooks and Corey (1966) formulation of the dependency of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

on s gives235

E[Rg] = τ Ksds
cd
d (8)

where c is the pore disconnectedness index, which the authors show to be related to the pore size

distribution index by

c =
2 + 3m

m
(9)

4.3 Flow between soil layers240

We assume that the moisture flux between the root zone and the recharge zone is in sufficient quasi-

steady state at the monthly time scale such that Darcy’s Law for unsaturated flow is applicable.

Ideally, we would use the values of the hydraulic conductivity and the gradient of matric potential at

the interface of the two soil layers. However, because the interface is actually an ill-defined transition

zone, we use the mean value of s in each layer. The hydraulic conductivity is then estimated as the245

geometric mean of Ku(su) and Kd(sd). For estimation of the gradient of the matric potential, we

take Ψu(su) and Ψd(sd) to be separated by a distance of 1
2 (zu+zd). For the expected value of flow

between soil layers during the given month, this gives

E[Qud] = τ
(KsuKsds

cu
u s

cd
d )

1/2

2


2

(
Ψsds

−1/md
d −Ψsus

−1/mu
u

)
zu + zd

+ 1

 (10)

where the dependencies of hydraulic conductivity and matric potential on s are those of Brooks and250

Corey (1966).

4.4 Infiltration and surface runoff

Figure 3a illustrates how surface runoff from a single rectangular pulse of rainfall is modeled. fi(t)

is the infiltration capacity and is based on Philip’s approximate analytical solution of the Richards

equation (Eagleson, 1978c):255

fi(t) = 1/2Sit
−1/2 +Ao (11)

where

Ao = 1/2Ksu ( 1 + scuu ) (12)
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and Si is the effective infiltration sorptivity (cm/day1/2) over the range of su to one for the relative

soil saturation. Salvucci and Entekhabi (1994b) argue that Eagleson’s (1978c) equation for Si does260

not account for the infinite diffusivity that develops at s=1. In their use of the model, they include a

modification to Si suggested by Philip (1958) that gives

Si =

[
2nuKsuΨsu (1− su)

(
1 +

10(1− su)φi(su,mu)

3muπ

)]1/2
(13)

where φi(su,mu) is the dimensionless effective infiltration diffusivity, for which Eagleson (1982)

uses the approximation,265

φi(su,mu) =
[
5/3 + (1/mu + 2) (1− su)

1.425−0.0375(1/mu+2)
]−1

(14)

The soil surface becomes saturated and runoff begins when the infiltration capacity falls below

the intensity of the storm, i. The time at which this occurs, tp, is referred to as the ponding time and

is typically estimated using the time compression approximation (TCA) (Salvucci and Entekhabi,

1994a). As shown in Fig. 3, the TCA consists of shifting the infiltration capacity curve to the right270

by an amount ts, such that the area beneath the shifted curve from ts to tp is equal to itp, the depth of

infiltrated rainfall at tp. Once runoff begins at tp, rainfall excess, R∗sj , is generated by the given storm

(indexed as j) from that point until the storm ends at tr. Through approximate integration of the joint

probability distribution of i and tr (which under the assumption of the independence of i and tr is

simply the product of the two exponential distributions) over the domain of R∗sj , Eagleson (1978e)275

derives a probability distribution for R∗sj , which, in the absence of capillary rise, has as its mean

E[R∗sj ] = mimtre
−2σ−Ao/miΓ(σ + 1)σ−σ (15)

where σ is defined by

σ =
1

2

(
S2
i

mtrm2
i

)1/3

(16)

In Fig. 3 and in the derivation of Eq. (15), it is assumed that the time it takes to fill surface retention280

is negligible. In order to account for the volumetric effect of surface retention, Eagleson (1978e)

takes the expected value of surface runoff to be the difference between Eq. (15) and the expected

value of evaporation from surface retention. Tellers and Eagleson (1980) observe that this counts

surface retention against only storms producing runoff. They propose setting the rainfall excess

equal to surface runoff and subtracting surface retention from infiltration. Doing that and using a set285

of relationships that stem from the assumption of the independence of i, tr and tb,

mh = mimtr (17)

mν =
τ

mtr +mtb
(18)

E[P ] = mνmh (19)
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where mν is the mean number of storms in the given month, we can use Eq. (15) to write a surface290

runoff ratio for rainfall:

E[Rs]

(1− fs) E[P ]
= e−2σ−Ao/miΓ(σ + 1)σ−σ, fs<1 (20)

The 1−fs factor has been applied in Eq. (20) under the simplifying assumption that, in months

with both snow and rainfall, the two types of precipitation occur in separate periods, with the length

of the snow period given by fsτ . Furthermore, rain-on-snow events at the transition from a snow295

to a rain period are not explicitly considered. We do, however, consider the general possibility of

surface runoff from snowmelt by applying the dynamic model for rain depicted in Fig. 3. The total

snowmelt for the month is assumed to occur in a single pulse with duration up to 3 days, such that

iw = 0.5(T + 4) (21)

trw = min{E(W )/iw, 3} (22)300

where iw and trw are the intensity (cm/day) and duration (days) of the snowmelt pulse, respectively.

The expected depth of runoff from the pulse is given by Eq. (15):

E[Rw] = R∗sj(iw, trw, su) (23)

A consideration for both snowmelt and rainfall is whether infiltration occurs into frozen soil. A

temperature index approach is taken here as well, such that whenever the sum of the mean tem-305

peratures of the given month and the previous month is below 0◦C, the following correction factor

devised by Rawls and Brakensiek (1985) is applied to the hydraulic conductivity of the root zone

soil:

Cfs =

2.0− 1.9 su
s33
, su < s33

0.1 , su ≥ s33
(24)

where s33 is the effective soil saturation in the root zone at a matric potential of 33 kPa (=337 cm).310

Subtracting snowmelt and rainfall runoff, along with interception loss, from the inputs to infiltra-

tion gives the expected value of infiltration during the given month as

E[I] = (1− fs)E[P ] + E[W ]− E[Rs]− E[Rw]− E[Ehv] (25)

where Ehv is evaporation from canopy interception. An equation for E[Ehv] is presented in the next

section.315

The final quantity that must be estimated for our model of infiltration dynamics is the mean pen-

etration depth of wetting fronts, over which the expected value of infiltration is distributed. Eagle-

son (1978c) approximates mean penetration depths based on the sum of a diffusive component and

a gravity drainage component. The diffusive component is taken from the analytical solution of the
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Richards equation, with the standard assumptions of constant diffusivity, D, initially uniform soil320

moisture, θi, and a different, but constant soil moisture at the surface, θo. That solution is

θ − θo
θi − θo

= erf

[
z

2 (Dt)
1/2

]
(26)

For the purposes of estimating how deep the water table must be for the assumption of a semi-

infinite soil column to be satisfied, Eagleson sets the argument of the error function in Eq. (26) equal

to two. At that value, the error function evaluates to 0.995, meaning that, at the corresponding depth325

z, θ is only slightly perturbed away from θi and towards θo. In the case of infiltration, a penetration

depth so estimated would be at the asymptotic tail of the wetting front and typically on the order of

the root zone depth or greater. In order to provide a penetration depth more suitable to our purposes,

we set the argument of the error function equal to one, at which the error function evaluates to 0.84.

We thus rewrite Eagleson’s equation for the penetration depth as:330

zp = 2 (Dimtr)
1/2

+
mtrKsu

nu
(27)

where Di is the effective infiltration diffusivity (cm2/day), which Eagleson (1978c) derives as

Di =
5KsuΨsuφi (su,mu)

3mu nu
(28)

With a value for zp determined, the mean post-storm relative soil saturation is calculated as

sp = su +
E[I]

nuzp
(29)335

4.5 Evaporation from bare soil

As illustrated in Fig. 3b, the rate of exfiltration by evaporation from the soil surface is estimated

in a manner analogous to the infiltration rate. The analog to rainfall with constant intensity is a

constant rate of potential evaporation, eps. Initially evaporation proceeds at eps. This is typically

referred to as “stage-one” or “climate-controlled” evaporation. At time tp, the maximum rate at340

which the soil can deliver moisture (i.e., the exfiltration capacity), fe(t), drops below eps. Beyond

tp, evaporation proceeds at the rate determined by fe(t) and is referred to as “stage-two” or “soil-

controlled” evaporation. At time te, fe(t) reaches zero and evaporation from the soil surface ceases.

The process can be cut short at any point by the end of the inter-storm period defined by tb. In

the manner of the infiltration process, tp is estimated using the TCA via a time shift in fe(t) of345

ts. Following Eagleson (1978d), we derive an expected value for evaporation from the soil surface

during the j inter-storm period by integrating the product of the volume of the evaporation from the

soil surface and the probability distribution of tb over the three domains of tb (i.e., tb≤tp, tp<tb≤te
and te<tb):

E[Esj ] =
tp∫
0

eps tb fTb(tb) dtb +
te∫
tp

(
eps tp +

tb∫
tp

fe(t− ts) dt

)
fTb(tb) dtb

+
∞∫
te

(
eps tp +

te∫
tp

fe(t− ts) dt

)
fTb(tb) dtb

(30)350
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The exponential distribution of tb is

fTb(tb)=
e
− tb
mtb

mtb
(31)

The formulation of Eq. (30) is greatly simplified by the fact that we do not include an initial period

of evaporation from surface retention, as does Eagleson (1978d).

Based on an exact solution of the differential equation for the analogous problem of heat conduc-355

tion in solids (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959), Eagleson (1978c) presents an equation for the exfiltration

capacity, under the absence of gravity and with the root sink being evenly distributed over the root

zone:

fe(t) = 1/2Set
−1/2 − (2ev/zu)(Det/π)1/2 (32)

Entekhabi and Eagleson (1989) derive the exfiltration sorptivity as360

Se=2s
1

2mu
+2

p

[
8numuKsuΨsu

3(1 + 3mu)(1 + 4mu)

]1/2
(33)

The effective exfiltration diffusivity is related to the exfiltration sorptivity by (Eagleson, 1978c):

De=π

(
Se

2nusd

)2

(34)

Eagleson (1978c) states that the first term on the RHS of Eq. (32) is about two orders of magnitude

greater than the second for typical parameter values. However, the second term grows with t (as the365

first term decreases) and can be comparable in size to the first term when t≥mtb. After dropping

the second term, Eagleson goes on to include a negative ev term. This implicitly assumes that the

vegetation extracts moisture at the surface, as opposed to evenly throughout the root zone. More

realistic than either assumption is one of extraction from the root zone in proportion to the density of

root mass. It is typical to assume root density decreases exponentially with depth (e.g., Jackson et al.,370

1996). Using the solution for the heat-conduction problem with a sink of exponentially distributed

intensity derived by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959), we formulate the exfiltration capacity function as

fe(t) = 1/2Set
−1/2 − ev{ 1− eα

2Deterfc [(β2Det)
1/2]} (35)

where β is the decay constant for the root density. If the depth of the root zone is taken to be that

which contains 95% of the root mass, it can be shown that375

β = − ln[0.05]

zu
(36)

We note that neither Eq. (35) nor Eagleson’s (1978c) final formulation of the exfiltration capacity

function includes a gravity-drainage component (which would be included in a complete solution of

the problem.) Even with its neglect of the flow between the root and recharge zones, Eq. (35) is of

a form that does not allow for analytical evaluation of Eq. (30). However, Eq. (32) does lead to an380

analytical solution. We use that knowledge, plus the fact that the second term of Eq. (35) is generally
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greater than the second term of Eq. (32) but less than ev , to approximate the second term of Eq. (35)

with a weighted sum of the second term of Eq. (32) and ev:

fe(t) ∼= 1/2Set
−1/2 − (1− w) ev − w (2ev/zu) (De t/π)

1/2 (37)

where w is the weight. We solve for w, by setting Eq. (35) and Eq. (37) equal at t=mtb. Along with385

Eq. (36), this leads to

w =
exerfc [x1/2]

1
+

2x1/2√
π ln[0.05]

(38)

where

x =
ln2[0.05]Demtb

z2u
(39)

In Fig. 4, w is plotted as a function of x. A minimum of 0.685 is reached at x=1.10. w sub-390

sequently increases, reaching one again at x=3.88. At greater values of x, Eq. (35) is greater than

Eq. (32) when t=mtb. Consequently, w is held at one when x exceeds 3.88. Such cases are rare be-

cause they generally involve large values of both De and mtb; because De is an increasing function

of s, large values of mtb imply relatively small values of De for a given soil.

With Eq. (37) as the exfiltration capacity curve and Eq. (34) substituted in, Eq. (30) evaluates to395

E[Esj ] = mtb eps + 1/2Se(πmtb)
1/2
(

1− w evmtb
nuzusp

)
{

erf

[(
te − ts
mtb

)1/2
]
−erf

[(
tp − ts
mtb

)1/2
]}

e
− ts
mtb

−mtb

{
eps + ev

[
1− w +

wSe
nuzusp

(tp − ts)1/2
]}

e
− tp
mtb

+mtbev

{
1− w +

wSe
nuzusp

(te − ts)1/2
}
e
− te
mtb

(40)

From the TCA,

tp =
1

eps

{
Se(tp − ts)1/2 −

2w evSe
3nuzusp

(tp − ts)3/2 − (1− w) ev(tp − ts)
}

(41)

where

tp − ts =


[
(eps + (1− w) ev)

2 + 2w evSe
2

nuzusp

]1/2
− eps − (1− w) ev

2w evSe
nuzusp


2

(42)400

tp substituted back into Eq. (42) yields ts. Setting fe(te − ts) equal to zero gives

te = ts +


[
(1− w)2 e2v +

2w evS
2
e

nuzusp

]1/2
− (1− w) ev

2w evSe
nuzusp


2

tp (43)
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The expected value of total evaporation from bare soil during the given month is simply the product

of Eq. (40) and the mean number of interstorm periods:

E[Es] = (1− fs) mνE[Esj ] (44)405

where we have again applied the assumption of the separation of snow and rain periods within the

month. We further assume that in months when the soil is frozen, evaporation is zero regardless of

the partitioning of precipitation between snow and rain.

4.6 Evaporation from canopy interception

Eagleson (1978d) derives the expected value of evaporation from surface retention by integrating the410

product of the volume of evaporation from surface retention and the joint probability distribution of

h and tb over two domains of h (0<h<hv and h≥hv) and two of tb(0<tb<h/ehv and tb≥h/ehv).

Allowing for our assumption that all surface retention is vegetal interception, the result is

E [Ehvj ] = mtbehv

1−

1−
γ
[
κ, κhvmh

]
Γ [κ]

 e
− hv
mtbehv −

γ
[
κ, κhvmh

+ hv
mtbehv

]
Γ [κ]

(
1 +

mh

κmtbehv

)−κ (45)

For typical climates and values of hv , most storms will fill the interception capacity and most415

inter-storm periods will last long enough to evaporate all of the interception, such that Eq. (45) will

not be much less than hv . The expected value of total evaporation from interception for the given

month is the expectation for a single inter-storm period times the expected number of inter-storm

periods:

E[Ehv] = ( 1− fs) mνE[Ehvj ] (46)420

Although sublimation from intercepted snow can be significant, particularly from the canopy of

conifer forests, we take no account of it. Likewise, sublimation from the snowpack is not considered.

Rather, all snowfall contributes to the snowpack at the soil surface and subsequently infiltrates into

the soil or runs off during snowmelt. For estimation of the interception capacity of the canopy for

rainfall, we assume that it is proportional to the area of all vegetation surfaces, such that425

hv = 0.02LT (47)

where LT is the total leaf area index. The factor of 0.02 is primarily based on a compendium of

literature values of hv presented by Rutter (1975), with consideration of the potential for additional

intra-storm evaporation from interception.

4.7 Transpiration430

Transpiration is assumed to take place at the potential rate epv unless the vegetation is under moisture

stress. To estimate the reduction of transpiration due to moisture stress, we employ a framework

outlined by Eagleson (1978d), but ultimately not employed in his model. The framework often
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attributed to Cowan (1965), following the work of Gardner (1960) and van den Honert (1948) treats

the soil-vegetation component of the soil-vegetation-atmosphere continuum as an analog of Ohm’s435

Law of electricity. More specifically, the flow of liquid water between the pore spaces in the soil

and the cell walls of the internal pore spaces of the leaves is assumed proportional to the potential

difference and inversely proportional to the resistance to flow between the two points. Using that

formulation, Kochendorfer (2005) derives an equation for the matric potential in the root zone at

which the vegetation experiences water stress:440

Ψuc=Ψlc − 2 epv Rv/td (48)

Values of resistances for individual plants are found throughout the literature in a variety of units.

Converting those values to values of Rv for stands of vegetation requires knowledge or assumptions

about leaf, stem and root densities. In general, the greater the vegetation density the lower is the

resistance. At the same time, increasing vegetation density increases the transpiratory demand.445

Furthermore, the climatic factors that determine the potential rate of transpiration are also major

determinants of the speciation and morphology of the vegetation. Rather than try to capture the

complex interactions that go into determining Rv , we assume that the second term of Eq. (48) is

relatively invariant within given climatic regions and/or vegetation classes at the time of the year

when water stress is most likely to occur. That assumption allows us to assign directly values of450

Ψuc, for which there are numerous observations in the literature. Assuming fixed values of Ψuc is

fairly common in the modeling of evapotranspiration (Guswa et al., 2002). Also typical is to assume

that the rate of evapotranspiration or transpiration decreases linearly with soil moisture between suc

and the wilting point. That assumption gives

ev =


epv, su ≥ suc
su−sw
suc−sw epv , sw < su < suc

0 , su ≤ sw

(49)455

where sw is the relative soil saturation at the permanent wilting point.

In order to estimate the expected value of total transpiration for the given month, we assume

that transpiration does not take place until all intercepted precipitation is evaporated following the

termination of a storm:

E[Ev] = ( 1− fs) (mtb −mth) mν ev (50)460

where mthis the mean time (days) it takes for interception to evaporate and is given by

mth=
E[Ehvj ]

ehv
(51)
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5 Potential rates of evaporation and transpiration

The coupling of transpiration and soil evaporation above the soil surface is captured through applica-

tion of the Shuttleworth-Wallace (SW) model of evapotranspiration from sparse crops (Shuttleworth465

and Wallace, 1985). The SW model is a one-dimensional energy combination model, similar in

form to the better-known Penman-Monteith (PM) model (Monteith, 1965). Like the PM model, the

SW model employs the concept of aerodynamic and surface resistances, but, unlike the PM model,

the SW model divides the land surface into a coupled, two-component system comprised of the soil

surface and the vegetation canopy (Fig. 5). The coupling occurs principally through the division of470

available energy between the two surfaces and the combination of the sensible and latent heat fluxes

from the two surfaces at a hypothetical point of “mean canopy flow.” With estimation of the vapor

pressure deficit at that point, the PM equation can be applied to each flux separately. The potential

rates of evaporation from the soil surface and transpiration are thus given by

eps =
fc
λ

∆As + ρ cpDo/ras
∆ + γ (1 + rss/ras)

(52)475

epv =
fc
λLH

∆ (A−As) + ρ cpDo/rac
∆ + γ (1 + rsc/rac)

(53)

We can also approximate the rate of evaporation from vegetal interception with

ehv = epv | rsc=0 (54)

In the same manner that the PM equation is derived (i.e., by substituting the resistance-based

flux equations for sensible and latent heat into the energy balance equation), Shuttleworth and Wal-480

lace (1985) show that

Do = D + [∆A− (∆ + γ) λET ] raa/ρ cp (55)

The presence of the λET term in Eq. (55) means that a rigorous solution of Eqs. (52–54) requires

simultaneous solution of actual evapotranspiration. To avoid a large number of iterations of the

model and to preserve our treatment of the potential rates as external drivers of the water balance,485

we exploit the knowledge that, due the relative size of raa, Do does not deviate much from D. We

thereby first approximate λET in each month using the water balance model and Do=D in Eq. (52)

and Eq. (53). These values are then substituted into Eq. (55) to obtain approximations of Do, which

are then updated with each iteration in the solution of the coupled models. Such an approach is

consistent with the limited representativeness of observed values of D; the meteorological stations490

where humidity measurements are made are often well removed from the dominant vegetation of the

region. In addition, we are using averages of D over the entire month, whereas the most appropriate

values would be the averages over just the periods in which evaporation from the soil surface and

transpiration actually occur at their respective potential rates. D tends to be lower at those times

because they immediately follow rainstorms, and because there is a negative feedback of humidity495

to potential evapotranspiration.
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Related to the issue of the value ofD is the use of rss in Eq. (52). If Eq. (52) were used to estimate

the rate of stage-two evaporation, rss would be the resistance to vapor flow between the point in the

subsurface where the soil air is saturated and the surface. As such, it would need to be modeled

as an increasing function of the drying process (e.g., Camillo and Gurney, 1986; Choudhury and500

Monteith, 1988; Stannard, 1993). Although an implicit or explicit assumption of most formulations

of potential evaporation is that the soil column is moist enough that the air at the soil surface is

saturated (i.e., rss=0), we (via unpublished analysis), along with others (Camillo and Gurney, 1986;

Sellers et al., 1992), have found that a significant non-zero value of rss is needed to predict accurately

evaporation from well watered soils. This may be a case of imprecision in the rubric of potential505

evaporation as applied to pre-stage-two evaporation (e.g., Brutsaert and Chen, 1995; Van Bavel and

Hillel, 1976) or simply modeling error, such as that induced by use of the monthly average of D. It

may also represent actual resistances imposed by soil crusting or the mulching effect of plant litter.

Bond and Willis (1969), for example, found that moderate amounts of straw (as low as 560 kg/ha)

significantly reduced stage-one evaporation from experimental soil columns. Although use of a non-510

zero rss for stage-one evaporation will necessarily be imprecise, we include small (relative to those

representative of mid-to-late stage-two evaporation), fixed values in the calculation of eps.

The available energy terms in Eqs. (52), (53) and (54) are estimated from the surface energy

balance using standard assumptions as outlined in Sellers (1965). In particular, The net radiation at

the soil surface is estimated from the net radiation over the entire land surface using a Beer’s Law515

relationship:

Rns = Rn exp (−µLT ) (56)

where LT is the sum of the leaf area index of transpiring green vegetation, LG, and that of non-

transpiring components of the canopy, LD. To estimate LD, we assume that it consists of: (1) a

persistent part, mainly live and dead woody stems and other supporting tissue, but also (especially in520

grasslands and wetlands) some standing-dead herbaceous matter that takes a long time to decay or to

be eaten, and (2) senescent and dead leaves after peak greenness is reached. The first component is

taken as a fixed fraction of peak green LAI. For the second, we borrow the assumption by Sellers et

al. (1996) that the decrease in LAI caused by dead and dying leaves remains for one month (before

the leaves fall off or are eaten.) The formulation for LD can then be written as525

LDi =

fp LGp, LGi ≥ LGi−1

fp LGp + (LGi−1 − LGi) , LGi < LGi−1

(57)

Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) estimate the two aerodynamic resistances in Eq. (52), Eq. (53)

and Eq. (55) as linear combinations of the values for bare soil (i.e., LT=0) and a closed canopy (i.e.,

LT≥4):

raa =

1/4LT raa(4) + 1/4(4− LT ) raa(0) , 0≤LT≤4

raa(4) , LT>4
(58)530
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ras =

1/4LT ras(4) + 1/4(4− LT ) ras(0) , 0≤LT≤4

ras(4) , LT>4
(59)

The authors derive the closed canopy aerodynamic resistances by assuming neutral stability, such

that, above the canopy, the eddy diffusion coefficient increases in proportion to the product of the

friction velocity and the height above the zero plane displacement, while below the canopy, it in-

creases exponentially with height. They integrate the corresponding equations, first from the soil535

surface to the height of mean canopy flow and then from the height of mean canopy flow to the

reference height, to obtain

ras(4) =
ln [(xr − d)/zo]

k2u

hc
ne (hc − d)

{ expne − exp [ne { 1− (d+ zo)/hc }] } (60)

raa(4) =
ln [(xr − d)/zo]

k2u

{
ln [(x− d)/(hc − d)] +

hc
ne (hc − d)

(exp [ne {1− (d+ zo)/hc}]− 1)

}
(61)

The height of mean canopy flow is taken as d+zo. The zero plane displacement and roughness540

length are assumed to be a fixed fraction of the canopy height:

d = 0.63hc (62)

zo = 0.13hc (63)

The bare soil aerodynamic resistances are estimated by splitting the total bare soil aerodynamic

resistance (i.e., that between the soil surface and reference height) at the height of mean canopy545

flow:

raa(0) = ln2 [x/zos]
/
k2u− ras(0) (64)

ras(0) = ln [x/zos] ln [(d+ zo)/zos]
/
k2u (65)

where zos, the roughness length of the soil surface, typically assumed to be 0.01 m.

Finally, the bulk resistances in Eq. (52) and Eq. (53) must also be integrations over the whole550

canopy. Stomatal resistance generally decreases with increasing shortwave irradiance and, there-

fore, increases with depth into the canopy. Woodward (1987) proposes the following hyperbolic

relationship:

rs=rsmin +
b

Sr
(66)

The author gives a value of 29 500 sm−1 Wm−2 for b. By conceptualizing differential horizontal555

layers of the canopy as resistances in parallel, we can integrate the inverse of Eq. (66) over the

canopy to obtain the inverse of the bulk stomatal resistance (i.e., the canopy conductance.) If we
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apply Beer’s Law to the extinction of Sr through the canopy and assume that transpiring and non-

transpiring LAI are distributed vertically in proportion to one other, we can perform the integration

over LG as560

r−1sc =

LG∫
0

(
rsmin +

b

Sr
e
µLT
LG

lG

)−1
dlG (67)

which evaluates to

rsc =
rsmin

LG

(
1 +

ln [ rsmin
+ b/Sr] − ln

[
rsmin

+ (b/Sr) e
µLT

]
µLT

)−1
(68)

A similar approach can be applied to the increase of leaf-boundary-layer resistance as the wind-

speed decreases with depth in the canopy. Choudhry and Monteith (1988) combine assumptions of565

(1) an exponential decrease in windspeed with height, and (2) proportionality of leaf-boundary-layer

resistance to the inverse of the square root of windspeed, to obtain

rac =
1

LG

{
0.02

nw

(
uc
wl

)1/2 (
1− exp

[
−nw

2

])}−1
(69)

For the windspeed decay constant, we use an empirical dependency on LAI developed by Lafleur

and Rouse (1990) from evapotranspiration measurements in a subarctic wetland:570

nw=2.6LT
0.36 (70)

Although Eq. (70) may not be representative of other biomes, rac is generally small relative to rsc

and therefore does not have to be estimated with great accuracy.

6 Application of the coupled models to two grassland sites

The SDEM and its coupling to the SW model were developed and tested using soil, vegetation and575

climate data for several sites–two of which are covered by native grasses–in the US Great Plains

with relatively long-term records of soil moisture. The first grassland site is the Central Plains

Experimental Range (CPER) in north-central Colorado. Singh et al. (1998) measured soil moisture

by neutron probe from 1985 to 1992 in order to study the long-term dynamics and spatial variation of

soil moisture across soil textures and slope positions in this USDA-ARS shortgrass-steppe research580

site. For the sandy-loam (the soil texture that predominates at the CPER) site, we averaged the

soil moisture data across the three slope positions (upland, midslope and lowland). The resulting

monthly values for the root and recharge zone are depicted in Figs. 6a–b. The root zone was defined

as the top 50 cm based on the finding by field measurements of Lee and Lauenroth (1994) that the

dominant grass at the CPER, Bouteloua gracilis, has over 80% of its roots in the top 50 cm. The585

recharge zone was defined as the next 50 cm.
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The location of the second set of soil moisture data is the R-5 experimental watershed near Chick-

asha, Oklahoma. This moderately grazed, 24.7-acre watershed is covered by mixed, native grasses

on silt loam soils. It was maintained by the USDA-ARS as part of the Southern Great Plains Re-

search Watershed (USDA-ARS, 1983). Loague (1992) provides graphical and tabular summary of590

soil moisture data collected by gravimetric and neutron-probe techniques over two multi-year pe-

riods spanning 1966 to 1974. Measurement locations in the watershed vary from four in the first

period to 34 in the second period. The watershed-average values of root- and recharge-zone soil

moisture are depicted in Figs. 6c–d, where we took the root and recharge zone depths to be 65 cm

each to account for the likely greater root depths of the mixed grasses.595

6.1 Parameter values and climate variables

The Brooks-Corey parameters (Table 2) used in the SDEM are those from Rawls et al. (1982) for the

corresponding soil texture, with exception of saturated hydraulic conductivities, which are geometric

means of the values from Rawls et al. (1982) and Cosby et al. (1984). We note that site-specific

data on soil hydraulic properties are available for both sites (e.g., Luxmoore and Sharma, 1980).600

However, efforts to use those data did not produce substantially better results. For Ψlc and Ψuc, we

used values 10 000 cm and 25 000 cm, respectively. Those values are primarily based on the work

of Sala et al. (1981), who made leaf water potential and conductance measurements of Bouteloua

gracilis during an artificially extended period of soil moisture dry-down at the CPER. Bouteloua

gracilis is also a major species in the R-5 watershed.605

In addition to monthly green LAI, values of seven time-invariant, vegetation-specific parameters

are necessary for implementation of the SW model as described in Sect. 5. Parameter values, and ci-

tations for their sources, for twelve classes of vegetation–including grasslands that are predominantly

composed of species that use the C3 and C4 photosynthetic pathways–can be found in Kochendor-

fer and Ramı́rez (2010). The phenology (seasonal progression) of green LAI (Fig. 8) is based on610

Knight (1973) and Hazlett (1992) for the CPER site, and Ritchie et al. (1976) for the R-5 watershed.

The LAI measurements made by Hazlett also include standing dead LAI and thus were the basis

for setting fp=0.3. Values of canopy height (hc=50 cm) and leaf width (wl=1 cm) are based on the

values used in the SiB2 (Sellers et al., 1996) and BATS (Dickinson et al., 1993) SVATS. Beer’s law

extinction coefficient (µ=0.45) and the eddy diffusion decay constant for the closed canopy (ne=2)615

are based on several sources in the plant physiology literature. rss and rsmin, were also initially

based on the SVATS and plant physiology literature. Very little data is available for rss (mainly by

inference), while a wide range of values for rsmin for a variety of vegetation types can be found in

the literature. Kochendorfer and Ramı́rez (2010) describe how the two parameters were adjusted

within their a priori bounds by matching modeled and observed contours of annual streamflow over620

the Central US. In this paper, we use the resulting rss value for C4 grasses of 100 sm−1. Likewise,

the resulting value of 400 sm−1 for rsmin in C4 grasslands was used for the R-5 watershed. On the
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other hand, an rsmin value of 300 sm−1 was used for the CPER to reflect the greater proportion of

C3 grasses at this location.

For the central US, Kochendorfer (2005) derived monthly values for the statistics of the Pois-625

son Rectangular Pulse (PRP) stochastic precipitation model (see Sect. 2) over a half-degree grid

from hourly observations of precipitation taken from 1949 to 1998 by a variety of weather stations.

Kochendorfer and Ramı́rez (2010) provide an overview of the derivation and maps of the results.

For application of the SDEM to the two grassland sites, the statistics for the grid cell in which the

given site falls were used (Tables 3 and 4). For monthly values of E[P ], we used the 1951–1980630

averages for the corresponding grid cell in the database for the Vegetation/Ecosystem Modeling

and Analysis Project (VEMAP) (Kittel et al., 1995). The VEMAP database, along with other data

sources, also provided the climate variables necessary to implement the SW model for the calcula-

tion of potential rates of transpiration, evaporation from the soil surface and evaporation from canopy

interception as described in Sect. 5. A brief discussion of the datasets and how they were used to635

estimate monthly values of the potential rates over the half-degree grid can be found in Kochendorfer

and Ramı́rez (2010). For the present application of the SW model to the two grassland sites, mean

monthly values of all resistances and energy fluxes that are independent of LAI were calculated at

each site using the values of corresponding grid cell over the period 1951–1980. These values were

then used in combination with the LAI values specific to each month and model run to estimate the640

remainder of the variables in the SW model.

7 Results and discussion

We applied the solution methodology for the SDEM described in Sect. 3 to the CPER and R-5 sites

over a range of values of peak green LAI. The given peak value was used to scale the monthly values

in the LAI phenologies of Fig. 7. The results for root-zone volumetric soil moisture are shown in645

Fig. 8. For the CPER sandy-loam slope, August soil moisture falls between the critical and wilting

point values for LAI values between and including 0.8 and 1.2. In comparison, Knight (1973) and

Hazlett (1992) report observed values ranging from 0.4–0.6 for other locations at the CPER, with a

strong dependency on grazing intensity. For the R-5 watershed, August soil moisture falls between

the critical and wilting point values for peak green LAI values of 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. In comparison,650

Luxmoore and Sharma (1980) and Ritchie et al. (1976) use values of 2.5 and 3.2, respectively, in

their modeling studies. Therefore, for the ecological optimality hypothesis to reproduce precisely

the observed LAI, the actual critical moisture content at the CPER would have to be about 0.03

higher than estimated, and about 0.02 lower at the R-5 watershed. The opposing directions of those

adjustments is indication that we can attribute the differences between modeled and observed LAI655

to modeling and measurement error, as opposed to the optimality hypothesis being invalid.

We further examine the use of the critical matric potential as a means of estimating the peak in
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green LAI by comparison of observed with modeled soil moisture (Fig. 9). For the CPER, the mod-

eled minimum in the root zone falls about 0.02 below the observed, while at R-5 watershed it falls

about 0.02 above the observed. These results are consistent with the hypothesized errors in the crit-660

ical moisture content. Errors in either soil hydraulic parameters or the value of the critical matric

potential would result in error in the critical moisture content. The difficulties with estimating the

critical soil matric potential were discussed in Section 4.7. Errors in soil hydraulic parameters in

general could explain the discrepancies between modeled and observed soil moisture. In particu-

lar, the greater modeled soil moisture in the recharge zone implies that the actual permeability of665

recharge-zone soil is substantially greater than that of the assumed hydraulic parameters. In con-

trast, the assumed soil hydraulic parameters in the recharge zone at the R-5 watershed provide a

good estimate of the mean annual soil moisture content in that zone. The seasonality in the modeled

recharge-zone soil moisture that is absent in the observations could be damped out in the model

results assuming a greater depth of the recharge zone. Thus a better a fit between modeled and ob-670

served soil moisture could be had by calibrating the identified parameters. However, use of the best

a priori estimates is more informative in terms of testing the ecological optimality hypothesis, one

of our major objectives, and the model’s applicability to locations where soil moisture data are not

available. At the end of this section, we examine the sensitivities of the model-determined peak in

LAI and the water balance to variations in soil texture.675

Figure 10 depicts the partitioning of the monthly water balance for both sites at the respective

model-determined peak in green LAI. The negligibility of modeled surface runoff and groundwa-

ter recharge at the CPER is consistent with observations. The May peak in surface runoff at the

R-5 watershed also matches observations (USDA-ARS, 1983). However, the 0.9 cm of modeled

annual mean surface runoff for R-5 watershed represents an underestimate of the measured value of680

2.0 cm–not surprising given the large spatial variation in saturated hydraulic conductivity at the R-5

watershed (Loague and Gander, 1990). The ability of the model to capture runoff as the residual of

evapotranspiration is explored further by Kochendorfer and Ramı́rez (2010).

For both sites, soil evaporation is the dominant flux leaving the soil outside of the growing season.

During the growing season, it is at a peak in May and at a minimum in August. As the growing season685

progresses, soil evaporation decreases as the soil dries and LAI increases. From May to August at

the CPER site, soil evaporation as a percentage of total evapotranspiration decreases from 67% to

6.4%, with an average of 28%. The modeled partitioning of evapotranspiration at the CPER site is

consistent with the stable isotope study of Ferretti et al. (2003) and the energy-balance measurement

and modeling study of Massman (1992), both conducted at the CPER. The latter study encompassed690

the entire growing season of 1989, during which soil evaporation was found to average 33% of total

evapotranspiration. The former study shows a high degree of variability in partitioning over three

growing seasons (1999–2001), with soil evaporation ranging from “nil to about 40%.” At 47%,

the May to August percentage of evapotranspiration that is soil evaporation is somewhat higher for
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the R-5 watershed. In comparison to the CPER site, the greater percentage at the R-5 watershed695

suggests that the greater moisture content there more than offsets the lesser amount of shortwave

energy reaching the soil surface (due to the greater LAI). These two opposing factors are explored

further by Kochendorfer and Ramı́rez (2010).

Differences in soil texture may also play a role in the differences in evapotranspiration partitioning

between the CPER site and the R-5 watershed. Using soil hydraulic parameters for the five soil700

textures in Table 2 we modeled the optimal peak in LAI and the associated water balance. For both

the CPER and R-5 watershed, the largest LAI (Fig. 11) and smallest percentage of evapotranspiration

that is soil evaporation (Fig. 12) were achieved with sand, the most permeable of the five soil textures.

These results are consistent with the inverse texture effect discussed in Sect. 1. While one expects

the inverse texture effect to be in force in the semi-arid climate of the CPER, it may not be the case705

in the semi-humid climate of the R-5 watershed. Using linear regression analysis of the relationship

between water holding capacity, grass ANPP and average annual precipitation, Sala et al. (1988)

determine that the inverse texture effect predominates in the Great Plains where annual precipitation

is below 37 cm. Epstein et al. (1997b) use the same USDA rangeland yield data at a higher resolution

in a linear regression study with the independent variables as mean annual temperature, mean annual710

precipitation, and soil texture in the form of percentages of sand and clay. They find that at 80 cm of

precipitation ANPP switches from increasing with sand content and decreasing with clay content to

the reverse dependencies. The sensitivity of model-determined LAI for the CPER to changes in the

percentages of sand and clay (see Table 2 and Fig. 11) are consistent with the regression coefficients

listed by Epstein et al. (1997b) for the 30–50 cm interval of annual precipitation. In contrast, the715

R-5 watershed is just at the 80-cm crossover point, and thus the sensitivity of model-determined

LAI to soil texture at the R-5 watershed is much greater than the sensitivity of ANPP observed by

Epstein et al. (1997b) for the corresponding precipitation interval. In general, as one moves away

from principally water-limited systems to principally light- and nutrient-limited systems, the LAI-

optimization hypothesis used in the SDEM becomes less applicable. In particular, the ability of clay720

to adsorb nutrients offsets its low permeability to water.

8 Summary and conclusions

A monthly, two-soil-layer version of the Eagleson statistical-dynamical water balance model has

been developed and coined the Statistical-Dynamical Ecohydrology Model (SDEM). Additional en-

hancements to the model include snow and frozen soil, and a more physically based representation of725

vegetation. The latter was achieved in part by coupling the water balance model to the Shuttleworth-

Wallace (SW) evapotranspiration model. In the SW model, LAI is the principal vegetation property

that determines the partitioning of energy between the vegetation canopy and the soil surface. Re-

sults presented demonstrate the ability of the SDEM to capture well the seasonal dynamics of the
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local-scale soil-water balance.730

The new coupled SDEM-SW model allows examination of an ecological optimality hypothesis of

an “optimal” peak green LAI in water-limited systems, in which soil moisture in the mean monthly

water balance is drawn down to some minimum in the later part of the growing season. Application

of the SDEM to two native grassland sites in the US Great Plains, suggested that the soil-moisture

minimum is somewhat above the wilting point matric potential and that the soil matric potential735

at which stomatal closure is initiated–termed the critical matric potential–may approximate well

the minimum. From an ecological optimality standpoint, this may represent a balance between the

evolutionary imperative to maximize fecundity and the need to reduce the risk of premature leaf

abscission. On the other hand, the data uncertainties are great enough and the difference between

the wilting point and critical matric potentials small enough that it could be argued that there is740

no optimal use of soil water but rather a “tragedy of the commons” in which competition between

individuals results in complete exhaustion of available soil moisture. Most likely, plant water use is

determined by some combination of individual optimal use and maximum use via competition (e.g.,

Zea-Cabrera et al., 2006). We have begun exploring the competition between plants with the SDEM

by inclusion of multiple root sinks and associated potential rates of transpiration.745

Another enhancement to the model being explored is inclusion of inter-storm water stress with the

framework of Sect. 4.7. The role of inter-storm water-stress has been extensively studied by others

using the statistical-dynamical water balance model of Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1999). In particular,

Laio et al. (2001) argue that the lesser time spent in inter-storm water stress for sandier soils explains

the inverse texture effect at the CPER. We on the other hand have demonstrated the inverse texture750

effect with a model that accounts for only seasonal water stress. We believe that the SDEM captures

the inverse texture effect because it accurately partitions evapotranspiration into transpiration and

evaporation from the soil surface–that partitioning is not done in the model of Rodriguez-Iturbe

et al. Namely, it produces the increase in soil evaporation with decreasing soil permeability that

Noy-Meir (1973) hypothesized to be the cause of the inverse texture effect.755
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Nomenclature of latin symbols

SymboL Description Units

A available energy over the entire land surface Wm−2

As available energy at the soil surface Wm−2

Ao Asymptote of infiltration capacity curve cm/day

b sensitivity of stomatal resistance to irradiance sm−1Wm−2

c pore disconnectedness index dimensionless

cp specific heat at constant pressure Jkg−1◦C−1

C product of the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of the soil W2m−4◦C−2day

Cfs frozen-soil correction factor for hydraulic conductivity dimensionless

d zero plane displacement of the closed canopy m

D vapor pressure deficit at the reference height mb

De exfiltration diffusivity cm2/day

Di infiltration diffusivity cm2/day

Do vapor pressure deficit at height of mean canopy flow mb

ehv mean rate of evaporation from canopy interception cm/day

eps mean rate of potential evaporation from the soil surface cm/day

epv mean rate of potential transpiration cm/day

ev mean rate of transpiration cm/day

erfc[∼] complimentary error function dimensionless

E[∼] expected value

Ehv evaporation from canopy interception cm

Es evaporation from the soil surface cm

ET total evapotranspiration from soil cm

Ev transpiration from vegetation cm

fc factor for the conversion of mm/s to cm/day (=8640)

fi(t) infiltration capacity as a function of time cm/day

fe(t) exfiltration capacity as a function of time cm/day

fp ratio of persistent non-transpiring LAI to peak green LAI dimensionless

fs fraction of precipitation which is snow dimensionless

760
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Nomenclature of latin symbols cont.

SymboL Description Units

h storm depth cm

hc canopy height m

hv interception capacity of the vegetation canopy cm

i storm intensity cm/day

iw intensity of snow-melt pulse cm/day

I Infiltration cm

J Julian day of the middle of the month number

k von Karmans constant dimensionless

kv transpiration coefficient dimensionless

K(s) soil hydraulic conductivity cm/day

Ks saturated hydraulic conductivity cm/day

LD leaf area index of standing dead and other non-transpiring plant material dimensionless

LG leaf area index of transpiring (green) leaves dimensionless

LT total leaf area index dimensionless

Ln net outgoing longwave radiation Wm−2

m pore size distribution index dimensionless

mh mean storm depth cm

mi mean storm intensity cm/day

mtb mean duration of interstorm periods days

mth mean time for canopy interception to evaporate days

mtr mean storm duration days

mi mean number of storms number

M vegetation density dimensionless

n effective porosity dimensionless

ne eddy diffusion decay constant for the closed canopy dimensionless

nt total porosity dimensionless

nw wind speed decay constant dimensionless

P precipitation cm

Q vertical flow through the soil cm

raa aerodynamic resistance between the height of mean canopy flow

and the reference height sm−1
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Nomenclature of latin symbols cont.

SymboL Description Units

rac bulk leaf-boundary-layer resistance of the canopy sm−1

ras aerodynamic resistance between the soil and mean canopy flow sm−1

rsc bulk stomatal resistance of the unstressed canopy sm−1

rs stomatal resistance sm−1

rsmin minimum stomatal resistance sm−1

rss resistance at the soil surface during stage-one evaporation sm−1

Rg recharge to groundwater cm

Rn net radiation over the entire land surface Wm−2

Rns net radiation at the soil surface Wm−2

R∗s rainfall excess cm

Rs infiltration-excess surface runoff cm

Rv resistance to water flow in the vegetation days

Rw surface runoff from snow melt cm

s relative soil saturation dimensionless

s33 s at 33 kPa dimensionless

so value of s that closes the mean annual water balance dimensionless

sp mean s over the post-storm wetting front dimensionless

sw relative soil saturation at the permanent wilting point dimensionless

S water equivalent of the snow pack cm

Se exfiltration sorptivity cm/day1/2

Si infiltration sorptivity cm/day1/2
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Nomenclature of latin symbols cont.

SymboL Description Units

T mean monthly air temperature ◦C

Tmax annual maximum in monthly mean air temperature ◦C

Tmin annual minimum in monthly mean air temperature 7◦C

t Time days

tb time between storms days

td length of daylight days

te time to effective end of evaporation from the soil surface days

tp ponding time days

ts time shift of the infiltration and exfiltration capacity functions days

tr storm duration days

trw duration of snow-melt pulse cm/day

u wind speed at the reference height m/s

uc wind speed at the canopy height m/s

W Water equivalent of snow melt cm

w weighting factor for terms of the infiltration capacity function dimensionless

wl average leaf width m

xr reference height above the canopy for meteorological measurements m

z thickness of soil layer cm

zp mean penetration depth for the wetting front cm

zo roughness length of the closed canopy m

zos the roughness length of the soil surface m
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Nomenclature of recurring subscripts

Symbol Description

a air in or above the vegetation canopy

c vegetation canopy or critical level

d deep/recharge zone of soil

i i month of the year or infiltration

j j storm/interstorm period

p peak, persistent or post-storm

s soil surface, saturated or plant stomata

u upper/root zone of soil

v vegetation

A annual

T total

Nomenclature of greek symbols

Symbol Description Units

α reflectance of the surface the shortwave radiation dimensionless

β root density decay constant dimensionless

γ psychrometric constant mb◦C−1

γ[∼] incomplete gamma function dimensionless

Γ[∼] gamma function

∆ gradient of saturated vapor pressure deficit with temperature mb◦C−1

θ effective volumetric soil water content dimensionless

θi initial volumetric soil water content dimensionless

θo volumetric soil water content at the soil surface dimensionless

θr residual volumetric soil water content dimensionless

θt total volumetric soil water content dimensionless

κ parameter of the gamma distribution of h dimensionless

λ latent heat of vaporization J/kg

µ Beers law extinction coefficient dimensionless

ρ density of air kgm−3

σ capillary infiltration parameter dimensionless

τ length of the month days

φi(s,m) effective infiltration diffusivity dimensionless

ψ(s) soil matric potential cm

ψlc critical leaf-water potential cm

ψs bubbling soil matric potential cm

ψuc critical root-zone soil matric potential cm
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Table 1. Main parameters of the statistical-dynamical ecohydrology model.

Symbol Description Units

evapotranspiration:

eps mean rate of potential evaporation from the soil surface cm/day

epv mean rate of potential transpiration cm/day

ehv mean rate of evaporation from vegetal interception cm/day

hv vegetal interception capacity cm

ψuc critical root-zone soil matric potential(i.e., the value of ψ(su) at which the vegetation begins to experience water stress) cm

ψlc critical leaf water potential (equivalent to the wilting point matric potential in the root zone) cm

precipitation:

mtr mean storm duration days

mtb mean duration of interstorm periods days

mi mean storm intensity cm/day

mh mean storm depth cm

k parameter of the gamma distribution of storm depth dimensionless

soil:

Ks saturated hydraulic conductivity cm/day

ψs bubbling soil matric potential cm

m pore size distribution index dimensionless

n effective porosity dimensionless

z thickness of soil layer cm

other:

τ length of the month days

T mean air temperature ◦C
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Table 2. Values of soil hydraulic parameters.

Ks (cm/day)

Midpoint on Brooks-Corey Parameters Rawls Cosby Geo

USDA Triangle (Rawls et al. 1982) et al. et al. metric

USDA (Cosby et al., 1984) Arithmetic Mean Geometric Mean (1982) (1984) mean

Texture Class %Sand %Clay nt θr Ψs(cm) m

sand 92 3 0.437 0.020 7.26 0.592 504 421 461

sandy loam 58 10 0.453 0.041 14.7 0.322 62 45 53

silt loam 17 13 0.501 0.015 20.8 0.211 16 24 20

clay loam 32 34 0.464 0.075 25.9 0.194 5.5 21 11

silty clay 6 47 0.479 0.056 34.2 0.127 2.2 12 5.0
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Table 3. PRP Model Statistics for the CPER.

Month mtr mtb mi mh k E[P ]

(days) (days) (cm/days) (cm) (cm)

Jan 0.288 10.0 2.48 0.319 1.18 0.75

Feb 0.312 9.30 2.43 0.329 1.25 0.79

Mar 0.326 5.61 2.64 0.480 0.627 2.03

Apr 0.362 4.95 3.01 0.644 0.635 3.69

May 0.357 3.82 3.94 0.824 0.541 6.14

Jun 0.346 4.73 4.61 0.842 0.521 4.73

Jul 0.152 3.91 5.95 0.612 0.557 4.26

Aug 0.187 4.91 5.35 0.633 0.527 3.90

Sep 0.336 6.86 3.92 0.699 0.706 2.57

Oct 0.350 9.08 3.28 0.654 0.736 2.21

Nov 0.300 7.75 2.85 0.417 1.07 1.24

Dec 0.279 11.3 2.62 0.337 1.07 0.78
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Table 4. PRP Model Statistics for the R-5 Watershed.

Month mtr mtb mi mh k E[P ]

(days) (days) (cm/days) (cm) (cm)

Jan 0.366 9.64 3.90 0.99 0.637 2.46

Feb 0.367 7.50 3.88 1.01 0.598 3.23

Mar 0.360 6.32 5.19 1.31 0.687 5.31

Apr 0.235 4.55 6.88 1.27 0.667 7.70

May 0.294 3.99 8.35 1.87 0.613 13.6

Jun 0.221 4.41 9.44 1.56 0.677 9.25

Jul 0.294 7.04 7.99 1.57 0.610 7.26

Aug 0.199 5.48 8.37 1.25 0.608 6.21

Sep 0.359 5.84 7.57 2.02 0.563 9.21

Oct 0.401 7.97 6.42 1.95 0.491 7.05

Nov 0.393 8.16 5.18 1.47 0.596 4.46

Dec 0.376 8.43 4.15 1.12 0.581 3.15
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Fig. 1. The rectangular pulse model of precipitation.
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(a) CPER sandy loam slope: root zone
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(b ) CPER sandy loam slope: recharge zone
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(c) R-5 watershed: root zone
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(d) R-5 watershed: recharge zone
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Fig. 6. Monthly averages of observed volumetric soil moisture at the two grassland sites: (a) root zone at the

CPER (measurements made at depths of 30 and 45 cm), (b) recharge zone at the CPER (measurements made at

depths of 60, 75 and 90 cm, (c) root zone at the R-5 watershed (measurements made at depths of 15, 30, 45 and

60 cm), and (d) recharge zone at the R-5 watershed (measurements made at depths of 75, 90, 105 and 120 cm).
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Fig. 7. Phenology of green LAI. The wider curve for the R-5 watershed is reflective of a longer growing season.
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity of modeled root zone soil moisture to the peak in green LAI for: (a) the CPER sandy loam

slope in LAI increments of 0.2, and (b) the R-5 watershed in LAI increments of 0.5.
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(b) R-5 Watershed
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Fig. 9. Comparison of modeled and observed monthly mean soil moisture for: (a) the sandy-loam slope at the

CPER, and (b) the R-5 watershed. The observations for Nov.–Feb. at the CPER are not plotted because of

infrequent measurements (see Fig. 7a). The fact that observed spring recharge at the CPER is less than modeled

is likely due to the first measurement being taken at a depth of 30 cm. For a discussion of other discrepancies

between modeled and observed soil moisture see Section 7.
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Fig. 10. Components of the modeled monthly mean water balance for: (a) the CPER silt-loam slope with a

peak green LAI of 0.74, and (b) the R-5 watershed with a peak green LAI of 1.8. All losses are plotted on top of

each other such that when their sum is greater than precipitation, soil and/or snow storages are being depleted,

and when their sum is less than precipitation, the storages are being recharged.
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R-5 watershed.
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(b) R-5 Watershed
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity of the components of the annual water balance to variations in soil texture for: (a) the

CPER, and (b) the R-5 watershed.
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